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Matt Brennan is about to set out on a journey later this month that he 
expects to end with him becoming the first Cincinnatian to reach the 
summit of Mount Everest, and he has a Greater Cincinnati company 
providing some financial backing for the two-month trek.
Brennan, who is 57, set out a little more than a decade ago to climb 
the highest peak on each continent, an achievement known as the 
Seven Summits. He got three (Aconcagua in Argentina, Europe’s 
highest peak of Mount Elbrus in the Caucasus Mountains of Russia 
and Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania) within a span of a year between 
2006 and 2007, and added another, Denali in Alaska, last year. 
Now, he’s going after the highest peak in the world, Mount Everest 
in Nepal. That will cross Asia off his list and leave just Australia and 
Antarctica.
How does someone in Cincinnati get into climbing huge mountains? 
He has been climbing mountains out west since he was in high school. 
He went with a church group to Wyoming and Montana when he was 
15 and caught the bug.
“I just fell in love with the mountains,” he said. 
In his 20s, he took a trip every year to the Rocky Mountains. 
Brennan grew up in Columbus and moved here in 1979 to attend the 
University of Cincinnati. 
“I just never left,” he said. 
Rather than move near the mountains, he remained in Greater 
Cincinnati. That’s a decision he might have changed if he were given 
the chance.
“If I could do it all over again, I’d live in Denver or Seattle,” he said.
But by now he has plenty of ties to the region. Brennan lives in 
Loveland and has owned Loveland Excavating and Paving since he 
started it 22 years ago. His team there makes it easy for him to take 
time off.
He’ll be gone for two months on this trip, which far longer than the 
three weeks that mark his longest previous expedition. 
Brennan leaves Cincinnati on March 25. It takes time to get used to 
the altitude on the mountain, and there’s typically a small window 
within the last two weeks of May when the weather cooperates to 
allow climbers the chance to reach the summit of Mount Everest.

“The whole key is to become acclimated to the altitude and be ready 
when that window comes,” Brennan said. “And it’ll come. We’re going 
to get our shot.”
He has already booked his return trip for June 5, with the expectation 
he’ll have reached the summit and come back down by then.
Brennan has scaled plenty of mountains and been as high as 23,000 
feet. But Everest, at 29,000 feet, is a different animal. 
“The big unknown is the altitude,” he said. “You don’t know how your 
body will react.”
But he’s plenty confident.
“I’m in it to win it,” he said. 
He takes the approach to climbing a big mountain by breaking it down 
into a series of small challenges. He aims to achieve each day’s 
challenge.
“I say let the mountain come to you,” he said. “Every day is a 
methodical climb, so you look at it as a series of victories every day.” 
Brennan will work with a group of about 85 people put together by a 
Seattle company called Alpine Ascents. It includes nine climbers, four 
guides, 15 to 20 Sherpas who live in the Himalayas and accompany 
climbers on Mount Everest, and support people such as cooks. 
While Brennan would be the first Greater Cincinnati resident to 
scale Mount Everest if he’s successful, he’s quick to point out that 
a Cincinnati native, Barry Bishop, was the first native to reach the 
world’s highest peak. But Bishop, who Brennan calls “an amazing 
mountaineer,” lived in Bozeman, Mont., when he scaled Mount Everest 
in 1963.
Drew Horter, founder and CEO of Horter Investment Management, 
said it was an easy choice to provide some financial support for 
Brennan’s quest. He and Brennan have been friends for about 15 
years, and some of their kids went to school together. 
“I knew he was doing the Seven Summits and he said he was planning 
to do Everest next,” Horter said. “I said if there’s anything I can do to 
help, I’d be glad to.”
Horter didn’t disclose how much money he put up, but he said it’s 
“significant.” The total cost of the trip is in the $75,000 range, he said.
Brennan said he didn’t seek sponsors – “I’m trying to climb this 
mountain as mentally clean as possible, and I didn’t want to be 
beholden to anyone” – but he said Horter wanted to be part of the 
adventure.
“It’s a chance for him to get his flag on top of the world,” Brennan said. 
“It’s something he wanted to sign onto.”
Brennan will carry a flag with the Horter Investment Management logo 
that Horter and his employees will sign and plant it in the ice at the 
summit. He’ll take photos and bring it back for Horter to put up in his 
office.
Horter has little doubt Brennan can reach Everest’s summit.
“If anybody can make it, Matt can,” he said. “He’s so focused and 
so determined. This has been a passion of his since his early teens. 
He knows how his body reacts, and he has that football mentality 
(Brennan was a football coach) of toughness and grit.”
Brennan’s background in accounting and business shows in his 
attention to detail and ability to measure risks, Horter said. The only 
question, he said, is how Brennan’s body will handle the altitude. That 
won’t be known until he gets up on the mountain.
By June 5, we’ll know if he made it.

Drew Horter, left, and Matt Brennan with the flag 
Brennan will take to the summit of Mount Everest.
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